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Short statement:
Second Life in Communism aims to be a reflexive space, where the recent past and the present intersect in an integrative
dialectic, through photographs and archive documents, images of the present and fragments of oral history. In the framework of
the exhibition there will be a public workshop addressing the experience of working with Secret Police archives and the
diversity of its research-based interpretations.
We propose a multi-modal perspective for interpreting the Securitate documents by showing their techniques and methods and
also by observing the contingencies of private life surveillance and public space – our aim is to add signification to the secret
file as a metronome of personal and daily life.
Besides the photographic documents and the files we have included in the exhibition fragments of video interviews took by the
Oral History Centre of CNSAS. From the perspective of their own file and memories of lived events, the protagonists of the
interviews speak about fear, disappointment, their need of clarification, or about guilt and compromise.
The photographs from the Securitate files are present in case studies and images installations set as to nuance the private-public
elision produced by surveillance and pursuit, the ethics-esthetics rapport present in the wider context of the artists ways of
looking at and working with documents and archives, and the connection between observation and surveillance in nowadays
public space, as compared to the recent past.

In Theory:
Different debates have accompanied the transitional process of the opening and of the access to the sensitive archives
belonging to the former Secret Police. Despite the different national historiographical contexts, discussions have been
generally focused on the moral-political entanglements and hardships of the institutionalization of lustration, alongside
polemics concerning the validity of the data contained within the file. Legal undertakings oriented towards verdicts concerning
human rights trespassing have thus been carried within a divided discursive environment, either discarding facts from the files
or relying upon them. The oppositional sidelines are, however, underpinned by an expected or negated truth-value conveyed by
the documents, who still enjoy an inverted or ultimate authority for the reconstruction of a life (hi)story. Used for legal claims,
moral-political screening or historical undertakings, the files retain a validity which, even if contested, incorporates an
emotional feed-back loop, continuously bringing them under scrutiny.
The urge of bringing about a new reflexive perspective on the records of the former secret police hasn’t been articulated within
a specific debate so far. By bringing together researchers and artists interested in the recent past we attempt not only to
accommodate insights from different disciplines, but also to disrupt epistemic routines when dealing with the records of a
repressive apparatus. Instead of a questioning of the facts, we encourage analyses of the texts as bureaucratic artifacts. Instead
of approaching the files as inconsistent accounts ready to be filled in, we enhance a dialogue on their ready-made message
embedded within complex technologies of surveillance. Instead of using the classificatory symbolic lenses of the police,
amounting to constructing individual or group objectives, we are looking forward to displacing and rearranging data and
evidence, thus crossing file boundaries through series of surveillance photos and interviews.
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Entrance, view of Open skies, Parallel Archives and the interviews room
Thirteen, b&w document paper prints in 80s frames, some digitally retouched, exhibitionview at the opening
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Open skies and Surveillance handbook, exhibition view
The Pannel case, exhibition view
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The workshop (The Secret Police Archives: Interdisciplinary approaches, May 11) was open to students and scholars in the
humanities and social sciences, researchers, legal experts and artists interested in history, archival theory and practice, material
culture, media theory, Cold War, transitional justice.
The discussions are intended as part and complement of a larger multi-media interrogation on the Secret Police files. We mean
to continue our research into the secret police archives and imagery and to further our collaboration with CNSAS, also adding
a comparative angle (with cases and situations from other coutries of the former Eastern Bloc). Second Life and the workshop
and student talks it included were only the first, experimental attempt to put to work this complex parallel research on facts and
images, political context and theoretical discourse. Several issues of interest are listed below:
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What is the specificity of an archive of a secret police in a communist country?
What differences could be found in communist countries of Eastern Europe?
What type of research has so far been inspired by these archival sources? What are the types of image research in this specific context?
How did information-gathering systems worked within Communism and what is the role of technology and networking?
What is the role of the surveillance images and how can they be integrated in a visual epistemological system?
What kind of historical narrative can one build from the de-constructed, re-interpreted or re-enacted file?
The archive is an important topic for artistic practice and research. How can these practices and the historical perspective on
sources be integrated within a meta-methodological approach to the secret police archive, the file and the historical document?
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Parallel Archives – two series of images, on two levels: postcards from the 70s and 80s in Romania (part of a large found
postcard archive) are displayed together with randomly selected and installed surveillance images from the secret police
archive. There is no index or logic in the arrangement. We put together two extreme embodiments of the official eye in the
public space: the most visible, typologized official illustration of Romanian towns and buildings continues with the lower,
hidden level of official representation of public space (although the postcards exist always on the verge between the public and
intimate realm, in the same time acting as geographical representation and carrier of personal messages). Out of their
documentary and indexical context, the surveillance images have no story.

Parallel Archive - part 1, original postcards and paper prints, stapled, dimensions variable
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Detail, Parallel Archives, original postcards and paper prints, stapled, dimensions variable

Parallel Archive - part 2, original postcards and paper prints, stapled, dimensions variable
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Open Skies. Revisiting public space is the name of a series of digital montages, linking together surveillance images from the
Securitate archives with the current location where the snap shots were taken by the secret police photographers, as it looks
today on Google Maps/Street View. By putting together two formulas of observation/surveillance, we raise the question: how
is our impression of the old surveillance images transformed when they are seen through the lens of today’s evolved
technologies?

Open Skies, digital montage and print on aluminum, various dimensions
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The Surveillance handbook is a selection of plates from an actual manual used by the romanian Securitate field agents
(handbook of covert surveillance, field positioning for tailing and recording sound and/or images). The installation is
misleadingly simple: we put enlarged prints of the minimalist and hand-drawn (originally) maps of surveillance together with
pictures from the CNSAS archive that could have been the results of the various particular positionings of the agents in the
field. The schematized plates are maps of public space as seen by their collective author, the Romanian secret police. They
look very much like children drawings from geometry or cartography exercises – or they resemble old schetches from traffic
safety manuals.

Right page:
Detail of the installation

View of the Surveillance handbook (background)
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The exhibition favored the controlled deconstruction of cases and meanings. In order tomake all the elements come together,
three case studies were shown whole. The Pannel is one of them: it is, in equal parts impressive, related to public space and a
strong visual example of opposition to the regime. A 17 years old high school student from a provincial Romanian town
managed for two months at the beginning of the 80s to write during the night manifests of freedom and democracy, in chalk,
on city walls. After he was caught he had to write letters demanding forgiveness, was kept under surveillance by the Securitate
for years and eventually died of cancer at the age of 21. We selected the photographs of his written manifests and partially
stapled them to a grey wall. Relating the topic to public space and to the secret police synthetic cartography from The
surveillance handbook, we included in the installation enlarged prints of locations mapping and tables describing the facts (all
part of his Securitate files).
During the exhibition, a young art student discovered that his mother went to the same high school and finished it in the same
class and year as the protagonist of the Pannel case. She hadn’t known anything about his anti-regime activities, but she did
remember him and found and sent us pictures from their graduation album. As our involvement in the CNSAS image archive
deepens, we will include more and more sideway reflection and second degree discourse, either of our own research or by
involving students and other artists.

The Pannel case, documents installation
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The exhibition ends with two more case studies, the Carmen Popescu case and the taxi drivers’ case. They are displayed as
simple documents, photocopied texts and images from the respective files. Each is completed by a sound installation consisting
of readings of important elements of the files – in both cases, letters sent by the people under surveillance explaining and
summarizing their particular situations. Carmen Popescu is the dramatic,
heroic and publicly almost forgotten case of a Romanian dissident from the 70s and 80s. The taxi drivers were a group of
Bucharest workers at the state taxi company looking to immigrate to the US. As there is nothing random in the narrative and
arrangement of the exhibition, these case studies are purposefully set next to the Thirteen installation. As you finish looking at
the framed pictures, you will immediately find the same characters looking back at you from the aesthetically neutral document
prints of the case studies. The two installations contextualize each other.

installation of documents and sound, two case studies – Carmen Popescu and Taxi drivers. Audio readings performed by
Andreea Turianu
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Our intention when making the Second life exhibition was to find the neutral middle way in dealing with this image archive,
the most sensitive of archives. We felt and expressed from the beginning the need to not make a memorial, sad or postcommunist exhibition (although the title could be somewhat misleading). We also aimed at having as little text as possible
interfering with the visual content – therefore the exhibition could be visited and retained a coherent discourse even in the
absence of statements, which we kept minimal.
Every piece of installation had a dialogue partner somewhere in the exhibition space: the surveillance handbook nuanced open
skies, the Carmen Popescu and taxi drivers case studies nuanced the framed images, Parallel archives was paired with the oral
history archive interviews and the Pannel case had its dialogue partner right at the beginning of the exhibition, where we
displayed, with no explanations, a few poems photocopied from the Aktionsgruppe Banat files. These were poems of resistance
and fight against the regime in the 80s, from a well known group of Timisoara poets. This constant dialogue throughout the
exhibition was silent, unannounced. Its function was to build up meaning and coherence, without an over-emphasizing
discourse.
This is also a site-specific project – all the future installments will differ, will be combined differently, add or subtract from the
current content, and can include or not comparative angles.
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Thirteen images, most of them already present in other parts of the exhibition, can be seen framed. The frame is a dialogue
partner, as the frames (themselves from the 80s as well) are now displaying document paper prints where all pen marks or
other reminders of the pictures being surveillance photography have been digitally removed. In image theory, 8 enframing,
gathering together and the aesthetical singularization of an image are very important gestures. Any reaction – such as saying
what a beautiful, interesting picture! – is a form of framing, of gathering together a personal aesthetic universe, to which the
image causing the reaction belongs. The tension and relationship between the thirteen images and their frames are embodied in
one question: is it ethical to look even for one moment at these surveillance pictures as bearers of aesthetical discourse?
Beyond their utility and interpretation as fragment of history, and as part of a file, how do we actually see them?

Thirteen, b&w document paper prints in 80s frames, some digitally retouched
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The interviews were selected from a much larger Oral History archive developed by the CNSAS. Their have been exhibited at
Platforma as very rough, almost unedited material. Their main function in the exhibition was one of extensive historical and
personal documentation. The protagonists were people that had just read their Securitate dossier/file and the selection in the
exhibition took into account a diversity of human situations: from victims to informants, from famous dark political warlords
such as Gelu Voican Voiculescu to the completely unknown, from workers to poets. They were all filmed at CNSAS telling
their version of their lives as compared to the reflection in the secret police files, and discussing recent historical events such as
the Braşov strikes of 1987 or the Romanian revolution.

Interviews room, tv installation, (8 interviews in Romanian, app. 60 min. each)
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